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here is no
doubt that the
repercussions of
the Grenfell Tower
fire have brought
home to landlords
and occupants alike
the shortcomings
of the building industry, particularly the
performance of the modern facade with
regard to fire.
The Building Regulations, principally
Approved Document B, are intended
to ensure that a building and its facade
are designed to allow sufficient time for
the safe evacuation of occupants if the
property is exposed to fire.
Fundamentally, the regulations are
there to preserve and safeguard life,
rather than the asset. To this end,
the design, components, selection of
materials and installation of facade
systems must provide assurance for
occupants and owners throughout the life
of the property.

Trial by fire
Following his review of different
facade types, Diego Alves
looks at the performance of
modern systems during fires

Fire spread
In general, the Building Regulations
require that external walls on all
buildings adequately resist fire spread,
and statutory guidance in Approved
Document B sets out two ways that they
can fulfil this requirement.
The first is for each individual
component of the wall, such as insulation
or filler, to meet the standard for
combustibility. The second is to ensure
that the combined elements of a wall,
when tested as an entire, installed
system, adequately resist the spread of
fire to the relevant standard.
Until recently, another method for
proving compliance has been to carry
out desktop assessments in lieu of actual
tests of the facade system. However,
the government has undertaken a
consultation process on the use of such
assessments, though the responses
are yet to be published at the time of
going to press (https://bit.ly/2HtlqBa).
The consultation is in line with the
recommendations made by Dame Judith
Hackitt in her interim report on Building
Regulations and fire safety.
Dame Judith’s advice should be read in
conjunction with all sections of Approved
Document B that outline test regimes,
performance of materials, products
and structures, and which establish the
principle of assessments.

Approval standard
Currently, approval of cladding systems
for tall buildings is carried out via
full-scale tests in accordance with the
4 SEP TEMBER/OC TOBER 2018

requirements of BS 8414, which was
introduced in 2002. These involve taking
a 6m-high, right-angled sample of the
cladding and placing it in a wooden crib
comprising 395kg of softwood of specific
cross-section and length, arranged in
20 layers. This crib is then set alight, and
the behaviour of the fire is measured over
30 minutes.
The concern from various parties
is that the prescribed test specimen
and its construction do not represent
the exact conditions into which the
system will be installed. The materials
used and construction techniques have
changed considerably since the test was
introduced almost 20 years ago.
These changes include a sizeable
increase in plastic content, which
contributes significantly to the fire load
and even the height of flames. The test
sample is invariably quite idealistic as
well, devoid of penetrations such as
ducts, pipes and even additional windows,
let alone the cladding’s architectural
articulation of the cladding.
Plastic vents and ducts can precipitate
fire into the void well before the cavity
barriers can intumesce, and this
possibility is not currently addressed
in BS 8414. Other factors of concern
include the oxygen supply that
contributes to the chimney effect; this is
a by-product of the need for a ventilation
void in rainscreen cladding systems.

All this and more suggest that testing
to BS 8414 is too generic an approach,
one that is dated and does not address
many key industry concerns, and it
therefore requires review. It is expected
that the proposed BS 9414 will redress
these concerns.

Facade types
Apart from the aesthetics, the prime
function of a facade is to resist air and
water infiltration, accommodating wind
and other forces that act on it while
supporting its own dead load. Above
all, it must do this safely and without
endangering life.
Different systems achieve this in
different ways. The materials used in
standard curtain walls are generally
manufactured from aluminium and glass,
both of which are non-combustible and
comfortably comply with the primary
requirement of Approved Document B
to prevent the spread of fire through the
external wall. Curtain walls are generally
durable, need little maintenance and
provide excellent aesthetics.
The rapid rise of rainscreen cladding
globally in the past decade or two
demonstrates that it is an economic and
simple alternative to curtain walls for
new properties or over-cladding older
buildings, as detailed in my previous
article (see Building Control Journal
June/July, pp.14–15).
Image © CBRE
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knowledge about the requirements of
the Building Regulations and their implicit
objective of ensuring the safety of the
persons occupying or using the building.

Aluminium composite

However, the relatively light nature
of rainscreen cladding means that
it predominantly comprises many
components that are synthetic and
combustible, such as the insulation,
vents, pipes and panels, and in particular
the polyethylene core of aluminium
composite material (ACM) panels.
The cavity formed between the
external skin and the supporting
construction also creates a chimney
effect by which fire can propagate
rapidly if not controlled with properly
installed fire-stopping, cavity
barriers and controlling the supply of
oxygen. The importance of effective
compartmentation between floors,
adjacent rooms, windows and
penetrations cannot be overstated.
Depending on the design, specification
and quality of installation, rainscreen
systems can fail compliance tests
because they do not satisfy the
requirements of Approved Document
B. In much the same way as buildings
are required to be tested for air, all
penetrations and gaps in the support
wall should be sealed with intumescent
caulking or sealant to ensure the
construction will resist the spread of fire.
Central to a fully functioning rainscreen
facade, including the structural integrity
of the system, is the drive for an
economic product, which is sometimes
compromised by a general lack of

ACM cladding is a versatile product,
and in the past two decades has been
used increasingly in high-rise properties
throughout the world. It is essentially two
thin skins of aluminium or other metals
bonded to a plastic core sometimes
referred to as filler, forming a relatively
rigid sheet some 3–4mm thick.
Unless specified otherwise the basic
core material is highly flammable, with
a heat potential comparable to that of
petrol at more than 45MJ/kg, and it is
ranked as class C or D in the European
Reaction to Fire classification system.
It must therefore be used with absolute
discretion, particularly on high-rise
properties. The insulation, cavity barriers
and even the wall construction behind it
must be designed and installed carefully
to comply with the appropriate parts of
Approved Document B.
ACM and rainscreen cladding have
their limitations, which must be taken
into account in terms of performance.
But in the light of Grenfell Tower,
compliance with the requirement and
guidance in Approved Document B4
and the need for cladding materials
to be of “limited combustibility” is very
important. This, together with the need
for proper installation of cavity barriers,
compartmentation and fire-stopping,
is fundamental to good installation and
compliance characteristics, which are
ultimately designed to preserve life in the
event of a fire.
The method of installing cladding
panels and retention of cavity barriers
and fire-stopping is equally important
since ineffective fixings and loose
materials can be injurious if they become
detached in high winds, and worse if
they are ablaze and start secondary fires
wherever they land.
ACM panels are available with a
fire-retardant core and hence usually
have the suffix “FR”. Additives in the
core can reduce the heat potential in
such panels by about 30% to less than
13MJ/kg, putting it in class B. Meanwhile,
the better type A2 ACM can have a
heat potential of less than 10% when
compared to the standard polyethylene
core, at less than 3MJ/kg.
Please note FR means fire-retardant
rather than fire-resistant. There are
also additional classes for smoke
development, designated s1, s2 or s3, and
the amount of burning droplets emitted,

d0, d1 or d3. Thus, an ACM panel may be
designated A2–s1, d0, for instance.

Cavity barriers
Such barriers are required because of
the risk of fire spread in cavities behind
rainscreen panels, which can occur
rapidly, and out of sight, due to the
chimney effect.
Note that cavity barriers are not
fire-stops; fire-stops are located internally
between the floor slab and the inner
surface of the facade and are required
to have the same fire rating as the
compartment wall. Cavity barriers are
located in the cavity of the rainscreen
and are both horizontal and vertical,
although the horizontal barriers must
include a 20mm gap to allow the cavity to
be drained and ventilated. However, they
must also intumesce and seal in the event
of a fire.
The two criteria for cavity barrier
performance are that the correct type
is used in the facade, and that they are
installed correctly. Currently, there is
only guidance on the requirement for
inspecting the presence and quality of
installation of cavity barriers, including
those in existing buildings.
Acrylic render also requires a mention
since this and its backing material or
insulation can be combustible and
therefore non-compliant. Both are,
however, available in non-combustible
form. The fixing methods for attaching
the insulation and render to the substrate
must be selected carefully, and the
materials must be fitted correctly to
avoid the entire render detaching from
the construction, for example during high
winds or if the fixings cannot sustain the
weight of the construction when wet. b

Diego Alves is CBRE Director and Head of
Facade Consultancy
diego.alves@cbre.com

For the latest information, visit the Ministry of
Housing, Communities & Local Government site
https://bit.ly/2s8TfBf

Related competencies include
Fire safety
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UPDATE
Conference to cast
spotlight on fire safety
The tragedies of major fires in recent
years have cast a spotlight on safety
standards, risk management and
the Building Regulations. Numerous
inquiries have found a need for
significant improvements and called for
professionals in the built environment to
be accountable for the development of
fire standards.
This is leading towards a major cultural
shift, with consideration of fire safety
at every stage of a building’s lifecycle
essential to improving outcomes for
the construction industry as a whole.
Understanding the core elements is
crucial, from design and engineering to
maintaining fire safety during occupation
and ensuring ongoing compliance.
The RICS Fire Safety Conference,
on 18 September at the Doubletree

by Hilton – Tower of London Hotel,
will include a keynote address from
Dame Judith Hackitt and bring together
experts in the field to address the key
considerations, identify best practice
and adopt strategies to ensure they are
adhering to the highest standards.
Session topics will include:
b the Hackitt review
b International Fire Safety Standards
b passive fire protection and insulation
b performance-based fire engineering
b human behaviour and fire
b accountability throughout the
building lifecycle
b fire-related building defects
b fire safety in different types of property
b fire testing and risk assessments
b remediation.
n www.rics.org/firesafetyconference

RICS seeks views on health and safety

We’re inviting RICS professionals to share their views as part of the Health and
Safety Survey 2018.
Responses will help us gain an appreciation of current attitudes to and
perceptions of health and safety management among different property
professions. They will also influence future provision of information and support for
members, and allow them to measure their performance against industry standards.
The survey will be running until the end of November.
n www.rics.org/handssurvey
6 SEP TEMBER/OC TOBER 2018

STANDARDS
Forthcoming
Surveying safely professional
statement
n www.rics.org/standards
All RICS and international standards
are subject to a consultation, open
to RICS members. To see the latest
consultations, please visit
n www.rics.org/iconsult

New journal set to
build on success
From the new year, you will see some
significant changes to the Building
Control Journal.
As well as giving our suite of journals
a new look, we are launching a larger
publication that will not only cover
building control but also include building
surveying and conservation, as well as
topics relevant to all surveying disciplines.
Naturally, it will maintain its predecessors’
high technical and editorial standards.
You will automatically receive the new
journal instead of Building Control Journal
from the February/March 2019 edition.

Fire safety coalition
launched at UN
In July, the International Fire Safety
Standards (IFSS) Coalition was
launched at the UN in Geneva,
Switzerland. RICS gathered bodies from
more than 60 countries with the aim of
addressing fire safety in buildings in the
public interest. The coalition consists
of more than 30 local and international
professional and standard-setting
organisations committed to developing
and supporting a shared set of global
standards for fire safety in buildings (see
Building Control Journal April/May, p.5).
Once these high-level standards
are developed, the coalition will work
with professionals, governments
and supporters around the world to
implement them locally. As its first order
of business, it will form a standardsetting committee that draws on
international technical fire experts to
develop and write the standards, to
ensure they are fit for purpose across
global markets. b
Gary Strong is RICS Global Building
Standards Director
gstrong@rics.org

Image © iStock
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An open approach
Given the variations in open-plan flat layout and fire safety requirements,
Andy Ballantyne details research comparing several different models

F
CRISP cases

NF19 found that the introduction of
sprinkler protection to BS 9251: 2014,
Fire sprinkler systems for domestic
and residential occupancies – Code of
practice, together with category LD1
enhanced detection, in accordance with
BS 5839–6: 2013 Fire detection and fire
alarm systems for buildings – Part 6: Code
of practice for the design, installation,
commissioning and maintenance of
fire detection and fire alarm systems
in domestic premises, improved levels
of safety in open-plan apartments,
compared to designs complying with
Approved Document B that featured a
protected entrance hall and category LD3
detection but where the entrance hall
arrangements do not have suppression,
for the scenarios modelled.
The open-plan variations of these
varied according to case.
bb Case 1 comprised a one-bedroom
apartment, measuring 8m x 4m, with an
unenclosed kitchen. The single bedroom
was accessed directly from the kitchen
and living area.
bb Case 2 involved a two-bedroom
apartment, measuring 10m x 8m, with
an enclosed kitchen. The two bedrooms
were accessed via the living area.
bb Case 3 consisted of a three-bedroom
apartment, measuring 16m x 12m, with
an enclosed kitchen. All three bedrooms
were also accessed from the living area.

This assessment was undertaken
using BRE’s cross-industry standard
process (CRISP) modelling software,
which applies probability distributions to
factors including the location of the fire,
such as bedroom, kitchen or living area;
the number of doors and windows and
whether they are open or closed; and the
type and location of people in the model,
according to age, gender and degree of
dependence on others, for instance.
The effect on items such as detectors,
sprinklers and the escaping occupants is
then determined based on the geometry.
As the occupants travel in the simulation,
the accumulated fractional effective dose
(FED) – a measure of the harmful gases
they have inhaled – is recorded, and then
scenarios are compared to assess the
risk to life.

When the NF19 research was
incorporated into the BS 9991: 2011
guidance, the decision was originally
taken not to require the enclosure of
kitchens in apartments measuring up to
10m x 8m on plan, although this decision
was reversed in the 2015 version.
In addition, both the 2015 and 2011
versions of BS 9991 allow variations
to the sprinkler system under BS 9251,
subject to the agreement of the authority
having jurisdiction. As such, it is common
for concealed heads to be provided – a
significant variation from the original
study, which used quick-response heads.
The guidance in BS 9991: 2015 is
restricted to the scope of the original
NF19 research. This article therefore
provides a summary of an extended

ire safety guidance
is a significant
factor in the internal
arrangement of
apartments in the UK.
In general, either
the distance from
the furthest point in the apartment to
the entrance door is kept very short, or
a protected entrance hall connects all
rooms to the apartment entrance.
In recent years an open-plan approach
has become desirable, with bedrooms
being accessed directly from a combined
living and kitchen space. To support this,
BS 9991: 2011 Fire safety in the design,
management and use of residential
buildings – Code of practice, included
guidance for open-plan apartments.
This was revised with the publication
of BS 9991: 2015 to align better with
earlier research published in the NHBC
Foundation report NF19, Open flat
layouts: assessing life safety in the event
of fire (https://bit.ly/2K1vqG7).
NF19 details research carried out by
the Building Research Establishment
(BRE) on behalf of the NHBC Foundation,
which compares the risk to life in
open-plan apartments to that in designs
of a similar scale complying with
Approved Document B.

study that examined the importance of
enclosing kitchens in larger apartments
or using concealed heads, in the context
of risk to life in sprinkler-protected
open-plan apartments. The purpose of
this was to widen the design variations
permitted for open-plan apartments
beyond those given in BS 9991: 2015.
In 2014, Trenton Fire worked with BRE
to undertake a numerical study of the
effect of adopting unenclosed kitchens
and concealed heads in larger open-plan
apartments. The extended study was
based on case 3 of the NHBC’s work,
measuring 16m x 12m on plan and having
three bedrooms. Unlike the original study,
however, the wall separating the kitchen
area from the living room was removed,
meaning that the bedrooms were
accessed directly from a living area with
an unenclosed kitchen.

Concealed sprinkler heads
A further variation was also considered,
with concealed sprinkler heads
introduced and modelled using an
increased response time index (RTI)
to reflect delayed activation due to the
presence of a cover plate.
RTI values for concealed heads were
not available, though previous studies by
BRE, including its report Effectiveness
of sprinklers in residential premises – an
evaluation of concealed and recessed
pattern sprinkler products, have
investigated the performance of such
sprinkler heads in domestic contexts.
In these tests, the increase in activation
time of the concealed head was found to
be less than 10%, relative to a standard
pendant sprinkler head.
The RTI values of the standard pendant
test used in the BRE experiments were
not documented, so a conservative
estimate for the base RTI value was
used to calculate that of a concealed
head. The activation time for the latter
was benchmarked to a special response
sprinkler head with an RTI of 80(ms)1/2.
The response time of this head was
calculated using a method described in
the SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection
Engineering, adding 10% and then
back-calculating a concealed head’s RTI.
SEP TEMBER/OC TOBER 2018
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n An RTI value of 115(ms)1/2 was derived

Figure 1
Comparison of average FED per fire and waking time in three-bed flat layouts
Life safety risks from fire in three-bed flat layouts
Effect of time required for occupants to wake up once alerted
20,000

Findings
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Figure 2
Comparison of average FED per fire and waking time in open-plan flats
in the extended study
Life safety risks from fire in open-plan flats with sprinklers
Effect of time required for occupants to wake up once alerted
1.6
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from this assessment. The value was
then used in the extended CRISP study,
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the only significant variations being the
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Source: BRE
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Open kitchen, concealed sprinklers

The purpose of the study was to measure
how the risk to life, in terms of average
FED for each fire, differed between
an Approved Document B-compliant
design and that of the large open-plan
apartments, which include sprinkler
protection and improved automatic fire
detection. Figure 1, from the original NF19
data, compares the average total FED per
fire with the time required for occupants
to wake up once alerted. The data shows
the average total FED is at least three
times lower for the open-plan design
than the design based on Approved
Document B.
Figure 2 shows the results of the
extended study. The average FED per fire
from the case 3c layout of NF19, where
the kitchen is enclosed and fast-response
sprinklers are modelled, is compared
with that of two other scenarios where
the kitchen is open to the living space,
with fast-response and concealed-head
sprinklers used, respectively.
In both variations, the average total
FED per fire is less than where the
kitchen is enclosed, including where the
slower-responding concealed sprinklers
are modelled. This is probably because
the sprinklered fires, which are of a fixed
size, occur in a larger overall volume;
this results in the heat and products of
combustion, through which occupants
have to escape, being of a lower intensity
and toxicity due to dilution with air.
The findings demonstrate that two of
the limitations of NF19 are not significant
for case 3c, allowing us to conclude that
the access room may include a kitchen
area and that sprinkler heads with a
higher RTI may be used, for a value of up
to 115(ms)1/2.
The updated findings are summarised
in Table 1. These results also offer
supporting data for buildings that have
been designed in accordance with the
superseded BS 9991: 2011 and those for
which sprinkler systems with concealed
heads have been previously approved by
the authorities having jurisdiction.

Limitations
Certain limitations remain, however,
as per the original NHBC study. The
study, like NF19, did not investigate
apartments greater than 16m x 12m,

RI CS BU ILDING
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Table 1
Successfully modelled open-plan flat layout design elements
Design aspect

BS 9991: 2015/NF19
recommendation

Extended study
finding

Maximum apartment
size (with enclosed
kitchen)

16m x 12m with up to three bedrooms

Maximum apartment
size (with unenclosed
kitchen)

8m x 4m with a single bedroom

Minimum ceiling
height

2.25m

Apartment
arrangement

Single level only. Multi-level apartments, houses or galleries have
not been considered

Smoke detection

Category LD1 to BS 5839–6

Suppression

BS 9251 system with fast-response
sprinkler heads

16m x 12m with up to
three bedrooms

BS 9251 system
with sprinkler heads
performing no worse than
concealed heads

Location of cooking
appliances

Not permitted to be adjacent to apartment entrance doors

Access

Not permitted directly from the common stair in small
single-stair buildings

multi-level apartments, smoke control
systems or alternative types of automatic
suppression. Neither does it directly
address the proximity of kitchen cookers
to apartment entrance doors.
For the design of apartments outside
the scope of these studies, further
research with suitable fire modelling tools
would be necessary to assess whether a
particular design is appropriate.
Interpreting the study results, the
delay in sprinkler activation is clearly a
significant factor. Providing appropriate
information to the occupier and
good management and maintenance
are recommended to promote the
effective operation of sprinklers. Poor
maintenance, painted-over heads and
so on could result in a sharp reduction
in sprinkler performance and a lower
standard of life safety compared to
traditional apartment arrangements. b
Andy Ballantyne is an associate at Trenton Fire
andy.ballantyne@trentonfire.co.uk

Related competencies include
Fire safety

DON’T PUT OUT THE FIRE.

PREVENT IT.

Induction hobs cause cooking fires 6 times faster *
Stove Guard. The intelligent stovetop safety device
that prevents toxic smoke and cooking ﬁres on all
types of electric hobs.
The sensor detects dangerous temperatures and
automatically cuts the power to the cooker before a ﬁre
can start - advanced protection at a fraction of the cost
of other ﬁre safety systems which wait for ﬁres to start.
Small, discreet and affordable - ensure safety and
independence with Stove Guard.
To ﬁnd out more email us
at info@unicook.eu
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Keeping things fresh
Lewis English explains how heating, ventilation
and air conditioning can remain effective in the
ever-changing modern workplace

T

he way that we
work is changing.
Co-working spaces
are booming and
staff in traditional
offices demand
flexibility to do their
best work. But for
landlords and employers, flexibility is not
just about moving around the walls in an
office: a building won’t remain effective
unless its heating and air conditioning
systems are designed to respond to
whatever changes come their way.
The design of heating, ventilation and
air conditioning (HVAC) plays a vital role
in creating the right conditions for staff
to be productive and for a business to
be successful. Careful planning needs to
go into even the most typical office, as
temperature fluctuations and poor-quality
air can be major distractions.
Iain Kyle, Senior Design Consultant
at mechanical services provider 361
Degrees, says the process begins with
trying to make people as comfortable as
possible. Businesses are becoming more
aware of their environmental obligations,
of the need to save energy to improve
the bottom line, and of the trade-offs
between initial outlay and long-term
savings. But in the end, the focus must be
on the occupants or the design will fail.
“It’s not acceptable to have a
budget-oriented approach at the expense
of staff comfort any more. People expect
a comfortable environment as a right,
not a luxury,” says Kyle. “I think one of
the main challenges facing the industry
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is that it tends to isolate mechanical
services rather than seeing the wider
picture. If you have a poorly designed
or installed system that creates a poor
working environment, you end up with
high staff turnover and low productivity.”
He adds: “That small amount you saved
on the air con or heating system has
been swallowed up by recruitment costs,
increased HR issues and lower profits
due to decreased productivity. It seems
like a stretch to come to that conclusion,
but the facts are there.” Indeed, the World
Green Building Council supports this
assertion (https://bit.ly/2kcqSw1).

Focus on flexibility
Of course, what constitutes the typical
office is always changing. Flexible
workspace is booming, with demand
for co-working premises presenting an
opportunity for landlords all over the UK.
According to Knight Frank, flexible office
take-up in central London is now more
than double the 10-year average.

The focus must be
on the occupants
or the design is
bound to fail
Demand has been driven by small
businesses, entrepreneurs and
freelancers who previously worked
from home. But the call for more flexible
workspace is also coming from more
traditional businesses, and building
owners need to be prepared to offer
premises that accommodate changes
in layout. There is nothing radically new
about quiet spaces, collaborative zones
and hot-desks; the difference is staff who
expect the layout and structure of an
office to evolve alongside their working
practices rather than waiting for a
relocation or complete refurbishment.
But this shift presents a challenge for
HVAC designers, as new boilers and air
conditioning systems cannot be installed
every time a new lease is signed or an
existing tenant needs to have the layout
altered. An office might perfectly conform
Image © iStock

to guidelines the day it is opened, but
the slightest change can affect the
distribution of heat and fresh air, creating
cold spots and draughts or driving up
energy usage.
One way these challenges can be
mitigated, says Kyle, is by adopting
variable refrigerant flow (VRF) air
conditioning, which allows simultaneous
heating and cooling in different areas.
Flexible VRF can adapt to changes in the
work being done, while a multifunctional
approach prepares a building for potential
new technology or upgrades.
“We need to design systems that aren’t
just intended for the first occupants
of a building, but also the fifth, sixth or
seventh,” he says. “Putting up walls,
changing internal workspace and
introducing flexible areas can mean a
system needs to be redesigned every
time, unless you design for longevity and
adaptability at the beginning.”

Ahead of the curve
For landlords, the potential selling points
are clear: to be able to offer flexibility,
embracing a new world of work and
empowering occupants because they
can rely on the working environment to
support their staff now and in the future.
Workers are savvier about office space
than ever, but they are not looking for
gimmicks such as ping-pong tables and
beanbags. They want energy-conscious
environments that enable them to do
their best work and stay healthy, so
futureproofing is vital to building trust.
“As with all markets, it’s about being
ahead of the curve, ” says Kyle. “Is your
building the cheapest to run, over its
whole life? By having a system that not
only works now but will work in the future,
you become the easy solution. And people
always choose the easy solution.” b

Lewis English is Director of Marketing and Change
Management at 361 Degrees
lewis.english@361degrees.co.uk

Related competencies include
Construction technology and
environmental services
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A different case?
The first case involving building information modelling has been through the courts.
Laurence Cobb assesses the implications

A

fter some time,
and to some
fanfare, last year
saw the first
reported case
involving building
information
modelling (BIM).
Although Trant Engineering v Mott
MacDonald [2017] EWCH 2016
can, on detailed analysis, be
seen as a case of
non-payment and
the ability to use
injunctions to
access key project
documentation, it
does raise issues
about how BIM
affects projects and
the way it is handled
in contracts.
There is no
universally adopted
definition of BIM, but among
the most popular is the one
offered by Keith Snook, the former RIBA
Director of Research and Technical, who
has said it is the “digital representation
of physical and functional characteristics
of a facility, creating a shared knowledge
resource for information about it [and]
forming a reliable basis for decisions
during its lifecycle, from earliest
conception to demolition”.
Most standard contracts now
incorporate BIM, usually by way of a
protocol. Parties to a contract should take
into account issues such as the use of a
building information model and the priority
of contract documents, the appointment

“

The case
addressed the
critical issue of
access to the
documents in
the model

and role of the BIM information manager,
the obligations of each of the project
team members, the nature of their
collaboration, and what the various team
members will produce, including how
electronic data will be exchanged.
As you will appreciate, there are
concerns about who has responsibility
and liability for various activities, including
coordination, ownership and
delegation of design, and
data sharing.
Trant addressed
the critical issue
of access to the
documents in
the model. The
case concerned
a UK Ministry of
Defence base
on the Falkland
Islands, where
Trant was engaged
as main contractor, with
Mott MacDonald having
tendered to provide some design
consultancy and BIM support.

Access to documents
There was an issue as to the terms and
form of the contract between the parties,
which also included a £1m liability cap
for any breaches material to the case by
Mott MacDonald. A number of invoices
were submitted for work carried out
and then paid, although the contract
was never finalised or executed. Then
Mott MacDonald issued an invoice for
£475,000, though Trant neither paid this
nor served a pay less notice.
As a result, Mott MacDonald
suspended services, including access
to the building information model that
contained all the key design details for
the project. Trant argued it was therefore
unable to complete the project, and
issued proceedings for a declaration that
there was a contract in place, seeking an
interim injunction to restore access to the
building information model.
The decision of the Technology
and Construction Court was based
on the existing law regarding the
appropriateness of issuing an interim
Image © iStock

injunction. It found that there was a
serious question to be tried and that
damages would not be an adequate
remedy, given that the cap on damages
in Mott MacDonald’s conditions was
potentially insufficient as well as the
confidential and complex nature of a
defence project.
Because of the seriousness of the
risk that Trant would, in effect, have
to start the project all over again, the
court concluded that there would be an
injunction granted giving the company
access to BIM. This would be done on
the basis that Trant paid the amount of
the outstanding invoice, which would be
held in court pending the outcome of
subsequent litigation.

Risks
While this is not a case that purely
concerns the application of BIM, it is a
useful illustration of the risks relating to
the technology in terms of responsibility,
access and coordination.
Anticipating the likelihood of further
issues involving BIM, it is perhaps
sensible to step back and apply some
sound principles in ensuring that rights,
responsibilities and liabilities regarding
BIM are clearly set out in any fully
executed contract so that all parties –
and, if it comes to it, their insurers – are
clear as to where both individual and
shared liabilities may sit.
One anticipates that, as for further
cases on BIM, it will only be a matter of
time before it reappears as a topic in
case reports. b

Laurence Cobb is a consultant at law
firm Taylor Wessing
lcobb@taylorwessing.com

Related competencies include
Legal/regulatory compliance
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Although suspended timber ground floors are a simple detail, ensuring they are
properly ventilated makes installation more complex – as Amy Allen explains in
the first of a series of articles on common site issues and how to resolve them

Kept in suspense

S

uspended timber
ground floors
are a relatively
straightforward
construction detail,
but one that, if
installed incorrectly,
can be disastrous
for the client. There are thus multiple key
points to note.
Commonly used in domestic projects,
suspended timber ground floors are
usually installed to match an existing floor
construction and ground levels.
The first thing to appreciate is that a
floor of this nature is suspended over
a ventilated void with a concrete layer,
or oversite, to the ground surface. It is
essential that the void is ventilated with
airbricks to opposing walls, ensuring good
air flow to prevent condensation, and that
there is also a damp-proof course beneath
the timber structure in connection with
any masonry.
Working from the ground upwards, the
following should be ensured:
bb there is a concrete oversite covering
the ground surface; to prevent vegetation
growth and moisture ingress, this should
comprise either 100mm-thick concrete
or 50mm-thick concrete laid on a
1,200-gauge damp-proof membrane
bb the surface of the oversite layer is not
lower than surrounding ground levels, to
avoid natural water ingress; if the sub-floor
is lower than surrounding ground, then the
void should be tanked, though a drainage
solution may be feasible depending on
the extent
bb the sub-floor void must be at least
75mm deep from oversite to wall plate and
150mm deep from oversite to underside of
floor joists
bb the sub-floor void must be ventilated
with perimeter airbricks at a minimum of
150mm above ground level, to reduce the
12 SEP TEMBER/OC TOBER 2018

likelihood of water ingress or blockage,
and these should be fitted in opposing
walls at not less than 1,500 sq. mm of
ventilation per metre run of wall or
500 sq. mm per square metre of floor
area, whichever is greater; this should
prevent condensation and, in due course,
wet or dry rot
bb ventilation must have a free,
unobstructed path to all areas, so any
supporting walls in the void need to be of
honeycomb construction; consideration
should also be given to any areas that may
not receive sufficient air circulation, such
as back corners of extensions, which may
require ducting
bb damp-proof course must be
incorporated to the walls beneath the
timber, to provide separation from
moisture from the ground
bb the ground-floor structure must be
insulated in accordance with Approved
Document L, typically to a U-value of
0.22 Wm-1K-1
bb for domestic extensions, insulation is
critical to reduce thermal bridging and
condensation, demonstrating a direct link
between Parts L and C.
Figure 1 (see opposite), taken from
Approved Document C, shows the basic
requirements described above.

Treatments
If mould on the surface of the timber
is only a cosmetic issue, then it may be
possible to treat it to prevent further
spread. However, to remedy the issue
effectively and prevent the mould
returning following a treatment, you
would also need to increase ventilation,
and install a ground oversite and
damp-proof course.
The complexity of installing a
damp-proof course in an existing floor
would likely require the floor’s replacement

anyway, to allow for all the above points
to be properly addressed.

APC
This construction detail could typically
be included as evidence against the
following competencies:
bb Building control inspections: having
the skills to carry out inspections of
building work to ensure that it meets
relevant performance requirements
bb Construction technology and
environmental services: having clear
understanding of the design and
construction process and detailed
knowledge of construction solutions.
In carrying out a building control
inspection, you should be able to record
evidence of inspecting a property at an
appropriate stage, that is, at damp-proof
course level, to demonstrate that you
have achieved Level 1 of the competency.
In inspecting at that stage, you would
then draw on your knowledge to identify
the shortfalls in construction to give
evidence of having reached Level 2.
Also when carrying out a site
inspection, you could demonstrate how
you have applied your knowledge to
carry this out and identify shortfalls in
construction, again to demonstrate you
have reached Level 2. Advising on courses
of action to remedy the issues, providing
options where feasible, would meanwhile
show you had attained Level 3. b
Amy Allen is a director at Assent Building Control
amy@assentbc.co.uk

Related competencies include
Building control inspections, Construction
technology and environmental services
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Examples of poor construction where the key points
discussed have not been considered

Case study
In image 1, timber is in direct contact with the masonry
wall, there is no evidence of a damp-proof course and
the ground covering is rubble fill, which isn’t suitable.
Timber would likely be exposed to damp conditions.
In image 2, the limited number of airbricks are blocked,
and mid-support walls are largely solid; air circulation will
be poor.
In image 3, the result of these failings is extensive
mould spread across the whole underside of the floor.
If this continued, it would eventually lead to wet or dry
rot and structural damage, and the floor would become
inadequate, needing full replacement.

2

3

1

Figure 1
Suspended timber floor – construction
Joist supported by
hanger

Particle
board

Insulation between
floor joists
Floor joists
Damp-proof
course

Airbricks
Damp-proof
course

75mm 150mm min.
min.

150mm
Oversite concrete

Honeycombed
sleeper wall
Hardcore

Source: Approved Document C, diagram 5 © Crown

Photos © Amy Allen
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Structural breaks can reduce thermal bridging and the risk of
mould growth, explain Jon Denyer and Chris Willett

Breaking the mould

H

eat loss from
thermal bridges
at balconies and
other cantilevered
connections is
a critical design
consideration for
dwellings, and the
risk of condensation and resultant mould
growth is just as important a matter.
Concern about these coincides with
efforts to minimise energy use in buildings
and improve the thermal performance
of the envelope, which has become
increasingly important in the drive for
sustainability and energy efficiency.
We have seen the adoption of more
demanding requirements for the thermal
performance of the building envelope
through voluntary certification schemes
such as BREEAM and Passivhaus. There
are also the stringent criteria of Part
L1A of the Building Regulations, which
state that: “The building fabric should be
constructed so ... there are no reasonably
avoidable thermal bridges in the insulation
layer caused by gaps within the various
elements, at the joints between elements,
and the edges of the elements, such as
those around window and door openings.”
To compensate for heat loss at any
thermal bridging points by adding more
insulation elsewhere is therefore not
an effective way of reducing the risk of
surface condensation at thermal bridging
points with low surface temperatures.
Where structural components such as
balconies, parapets or canopies penetrate
the insulation layer, though, thermal
separation of the exterior structure from
the interior structure can significantly
reduce heat loss.

Structural thermal breaks
Separation can be achieved effectively by
incorporating a structural thermal break at
the various critical connections. However,
it is important that the break incorporated
is tested to ensure that it meets the
required performance standards.
Typically, highly conductive materials
at the point of connection such as
reinforced concrete – which has a thermal
conductivity, or λ, of 2.2W/(m K) – or
14 SEP T EMBER/OC TOBER 2018

Thermal image of a residential building with higher
temperatures at the windows, doors and concrete balcony slabs

structural steel, with a λ of 50W/(m K),
are replaced with expanded polystyrene
(EPS), with a declared conductivity, λD,
of 0.031W/(m K). Used at a minimum
thickness of 80mm, this ensures effective
thermal separation.
EPS is non-structural and constitutes
the main body and surface area of the
thermal break. To conserve the structural
integrity between exterior elements such
as balconies, parapets or canopies and
the interior structure such as the floor
slab, reinforcement bars are therefore
used to connect both sides and transfer
tension and shear loads. These traverse
the thermal break’s insulation body, and
ideally should be made of high-strength
stainless steel, λ = 17W/(m K), rather than
carbon steel, λ = 50W/(m K). This not only
reduces thermal conductivity but also
guarantees longevity through its inherent
resistance to corrosion.
To transfer the compression loads, the
thermal break uses special compression
modules made of high-strength concrete,
λ = 0.95W/(m K), as these offer better
thermal performance when compared
with compression bars made of carbon
steel or even stainless steel.
Thermal bridges can lead to greater
energy use for both heating and cooling,
potential non-compliance with Building

Regulation guidance, and problems with
the structural integrity of absorbent
materials such as insulation products or
plasterboard. However, such bridging
may occur wherever you have a
structural connection. With non-insulated
cantilevered elements such as balconies,
the cantilever itself has a cooling fin
effect, and interacts as a geometric
thermal bridge with the material one
where the reinforced concrete or steel
penetrates the insulation layer, leading to
significant heat loss and reduced internal
surface temperatures.
Cantilevered balconies and exposed
slab edges are thus considered to be the
most critical thermal bridges in a building
envelope. These are obviously crucial
aspects of thermal bridging, but for the
building occupants there are further,
potentially serious, health implications.

Health risks
Low internal surface temperatures in the
area of the thermal bridge are likely to
result in condensation, which can lead
to mould growth. This in turn can create
potentially significant health problems,
particularly for the elderly and the very
young, who may be exposed to health
risks ranging from simple skin irritation,
dizziness and flu-like symptoms to serious
Images © Schöck
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illnesses of the respiratory tract such as
allergic asthma.
Mould is not a new phenomenon
of course, but a combination of
circumstances is leading to increased
concern. Although buildings are better
insulated and more airtight as a result of
improved energy efficiency requirements,
the fabric of almost all buildings,
irrespective of their construction, contains
mould spores. At construction these are
dormant and entirely harmless, but given
the right conditions they will germinate.
Fungal growth can set in even
before the condensation point, and the
temperature zone for optimal growth
also lies in the range that human beings
find comfortable. Moulds do not contain
chlorophyll and as a result do not require
light to grow. Substrates for mould growth
are nearly always available as well, and
they even make do with house dust in
the simplest cases. Paints or wallpaper
promote growth in some instances, and
organic coatings, deposits or soiling on
the surface of construction elements
accelerate it considerably, the substrate
itself then becoming irrelevant.
A typical structural thermal
break installation for
concrete-to-concrete applications

Areas of risk
The use of a surface temperature factor,
fRsi, allows surveys under any thermal
and design conditions to show areas
where there is a risk of condensation and
therefore mould growth.
This is a ratio that compares the
temperature drop between the outside
air and the internal surface of the building
with the total temperature drop between
the inside and outside air. It is described in
BRE IP1/06, where standardised boundary
conditions are assumed, and this paper
is cited in Building Regulations Approved
Documents Part L1 and L2 and section
6 in Scotland.
The actual surface temperature will
depend greatly on both the internal and
external temperatures at the time of
the survey. So, crucially, the fRsi is
formulated to work independently of the
absolute conditions.
The recommended value for fRsi in
offices and retail premises is equal to
or greater than 0.50. To ensure higher
standards of comfort for occupants in
residential properties and to prevent
condensation and mould growth, it
should be equal to or greater than 0.75.
In conditions of high humidity, such as
swimming pools or other wet areas, an
fRsi of 0.90 would be anticipated.
In such situations, the incorporation of
structural thermal breaks can significantly
reduce energy loss in connective areas.
This is achieved by minimising the extent
of thermal bridging penetrating the
thermal envelope between cantilevered
structures and the internal slab.

BBA certification

Mould growth on the ceiling of a concrete
slab adjacent to an exposed slab edge
thermal bridge. Condensation forms here
frequently as a result of colder interior
surface temperatures

As an example, Schöck produces a
range that allows connections to be
made between concrete and concrete,
concrete and steel, and steel and steel.
Verification of performance values means
these products comply fully with relevant
Building Regulation guidance, and with
the Standard Assessment Procedure for
carbon dioxide emissions and heat loss.
It has also been approved by the NHBC,
has registered details with the LABC,
and been certified by the British Board of
Agrément (BBA).
BBA assessment of the thermal break
connectors required explicit identification
of the dimensions and thermal
conductivity of the product components.
When reviewing, the BBA checked
for components that were thermally
insulating or non-standard, and third-party
initial type-testing data. Components
were also assessed as part of an ongoing
factory quality-control process to confirm

The effects of thermal bridging occurring
with a continuous steel beam. The
photo left shows the potential damage
of the adjacent assemblies created by
cold interior surfaces and resultant
condensation, while the inset image
shows the temperature distribution by
infrared scan
the validity of the declared or designed
thermal conductivities.
It was discovered that the psi value for
heat loss and the minimum temperature
factor of a junction depend significantly
on its overall construction and the
insulating properties of the wall and
floor materials around the thermal break
connector. Assembly and junction section
drawings were therefore reviewed to
identify typical UK junction details, to
estimate best and worst cases in terms
of overall junction minimum temperature
factors and additional heat-loss psi value.
These sections were then numerically
modelled by BBA experts, using finite
difference software complying with EN
10211 and the UK modelling conventions
document BR 497. The outputs were
compared with benchmark values in the
guidance documents supporting the
Building Regulations across the UK. The
acceptable constructions were illustrated
in an Agrément Certificate with positive
statements of regulatory compliance,
provided that other aspects of
performance such as structural adequacy
are also satisfactory.
When it comes to dealing with
problematic details at the beginning of
the building design process, professional
certification of products and systems
is a must for everyone involved –
from architects and specifiers to
manufacturers and contractors. C

Jon Denyer is a senior scientist at BBA
jdenyer@bbacerts.co.uk and Chris Willett is
Managing Director at Schöck Ltd
chris.willett@schoeck.co.uk

Related competencies include
Building pathology, Sustainability
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Cast
ahead
Concrete manufactured
off-site can be a reliable
means of ensuring the
strength and resilience
of construction projects,
argues Elaine Toogood

T

he versatility of
form and resilience
of concrete means
that its potential
applications in the
built environment
are virtually
unlimited, ranging
from pipes and tunnels, bridges and
roads, building structures and cladding to
street paving and furniture.
The use of concrete in off-site
manufacture is similarly wide-ranging and
well established as a form of construction
in the UK. It ranges from factories with
considerable capacity for reproduction
at scale to smaller workshops, using
processes as different as highly
automated digital production and very
skilled manual work.

Precast products
Precast concrete products can be
categorised as being from one of the
three following sources:
bb off-the-shelf components with
predetermined dimensions and
performance qualities
bb standard, repeatable elements whose
dimensions and composition can be
customised to meet project requirements,
within given design parameters
bb completely bespoke elements with
unique shapes, dimensions and qualities
to suit specific project requirements.
The majority of concrete that is used in
the UK has also been manufactured in the
UK using locally sourced materials. The
traceability of materials and stewardship
of manufacture underpins a robust and
responsible local supply chain. Around
90% of all concrete in the UK has
been certified to the highest standard
of responsible sourcing certification
16 SEP TEMBER/OC TOBER 2018

Some 14,000 sq. m of precast facade walls and more than 18,000 sq. m of precast
floors are being supplied to construct 323 apartments in this mixed-use development
at Arena Central, Birmingham, for Dandara
BES 6001, according to the Summary
of Concrete Performance Indicators
produced by MPA The Concrete Centre
(https://bit.ly/2K8LlBE).

Hidden strengths
The use of prefabricated concrete is not
always obvious in a completed building,
as structural walls and floors are often
hidden behind plasterboard wall linings
or suspended ceilings. The growing
understanding of concrete’s thermal mass
as part of a low-energy servicing strategy
has, however, led to a resurgence in
exposed structural and precast concrete
on the inside of buildings, though the
outside of buildings with concrete
cladding may still go unrecognised as
concrete at all.
Architectural precast concrete is more
readily perceived to be made of stone
than concrete by most people. Commonly
referred to as “reconstituted stone” or
“recon”, it can be created in a range of
colours, textures and forms, with the
concrete itself often hidden behind an
embedded surface layer of brick or stone.
Prefabricated external wall panels
of concrete can also be supplied with
rigid insulation fixed to the rear, or
placed between two layers of concrete
to create a sandwich panel. The two

concrete layers making up the panel
are secured together mechanically with
low-conductivity wall ties. The panels can
be designed to be load-bearing, with the
inner layer taking the loadings from the
floor and structure, or non-load-bearing.
The external layer of a concrete
cladding panel can act as a weather
barrier and architectural finish but
also contributes to airtightness.
Non-load-bearing cladding panels, which
usually have a single skin, can either
be stacked to a height of around eight
storeys or else supported by the main
frame of the structure.

Cross to bear
The location and design of the fixings
for elements is key in any form of off-site
construction. Using concrete offers the
benefits of knowledge and experience
built up over decades of use, compared
to more recently developed alternatives.
The standards and codes governing its
manufacture and assembly are similarly
well established, having evolved through
real-time trials and testing.
Crosswall construction, for example, is
a well-established off-site construction
product that can be manufactured to
project requirements. It involves a series
of solid, reinforced-concrete load-bearing
Images © FP McCann/Creagh
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walls create the cellular structural
frame, which has been effectively used
for residential buildings such as hotels,
student accommodation and prisons.
Units are connected by a series of
hidden joints and ties in each panel
that are grouted in place as the work
progresses. All units have built-in
inspection points for the ties and
grouting, thereby embedding quality
control into the assembly of the system.
Some of the other advantages of using
concrete manufactured off site relate to
the performance characteristics of the
material itself, such as its fire resistance,
sound insulation, thermal mass, durability
and water resilience; all of these offer
benefits during construction, and beyond
it, throughout the life of a structure.

Resistance is useful
Take concrete’s resistance to water as
an example. Precast concrete is robust
enough to be supplied to a construction
site according to the principles of
just-in-time delivery, without the need for
extensive packaging to protect it from the
weather or accidents during transit.
The risk of damage from rain or
standing water is also avoided throughout
the build process, reducing the need
for temporary weather protection while
providing opportunities for robust, safe
working platforms and stairs early on
in construction. Since concrete retains
its structural integrity in waterlogged
conditions, the risk of damage from
slow leaking taps or flooding during
occupation is also removed.
Fire resistance is another major benefit.
Fire safety during construction is not
covered by the Building Regulations;

Construction of the
Landsdowne, Birmingham

however, the Health and Safety Executive
(HSE) advises that designers have a duty
of care to reduce risk through design.
Choosing a non-combustible structure
avoids the need for additional work and
materials to reduce fire risk on site.
The detailing to meet the fire
performance requirements of the finished
building is also arguably far simpler that
it is for other combustible materials, not
just in terms of design but also installation
and maintenance. Concrete construction
often exceeds minimum performance
requirements as well.
A concrete load-bearing wall in
a building up to 10 storeys high,
for example, may have to fulfil the
requirements for structural fire resistance
class REI 90; that is, ensure its integrity
and load-bearing and insulation
capacities for 90 minutes in the event of
fire. Given that this entails 140mm-thick
concrete walls, a typical 150mm-thick
precast wall for cross-wall construction
meets this need even before any internal
linings are added.
Not having to rely on such additional
linings to fulfil minimum fire performance
standards has clear benefits, both
immediately and in the long term. Any
breaches of the lining to recess services
are risk-free, then, while the chance of
compromising designed fire performance
in future with alterations to the building
fabric during occupation is significantly
reduced. For example, recessing a TV
screen into the plasterboard lining of
a concrete wall has far fewer potential
consequences than if the wall itself is
made of combustible material.
Prefabricated architectural balconies
are a good example of the simplicity and

The Landsdowne
The structure of the Landsdowne,
a new 17-storey residential building
in Birmingham, was assembled
using a precast concrete frame
and floor planks (see image, left).
The external walls are insulated
concrete sandwich panels, with
an outer layer of concrete cast
to embed a layer of facing brick
slips. Several full-size mock-up
panels were constructed in the
factory ahead of manufacture to
help with the design development
and approvals. The prefabricated
panels removed the need for
scaffolding and minimised the
health and safety risk for people
working at height.

performance of concrete that is precast
off site. They can be manufactured with a
good surface finish to all exposed sides,
of a bespoke colour, texture and form to
suit the specific aesthetic requirements
for a building and its location.
Inherent robustness, fire and weather
resistance and a thermal break at the
point of connection to the main structure
together enable the balconies to be
installed without additional insulation
and linings, saving time and money on
this process as well as on long-term
maintenance. The use of fewer materials
simplifies the details, improving the speed
of construction and reducing the risk of
mistakes at interfaces and junctions.

Full factory service
The coordination and assembly of
materials in the factory rather than on
site is often heralded as one of the
major benefits of any off-site method
of construction, especially in relation
to services installation. Concrete is
no different in this regard, offering the
opportunity for cast-in conduits, fully
glazed windows and so on. The flat
soffits, a characteristic of many precast
flooring systems, also offer robust and
simple installation of services.
It is essential to seek the expertise
of a precast concrete manufacturer or
supplier early in the design process in
order to optimise the design for off-site
manufacture. Many offer a full design
service as well as providing technical
support; likewise, many also use building
information modelling as part of the
design and manufacturing process, which
enables early detection of clashes.
There are clear benefits to embedding
manufacturing and construction
efficiencies in design development,
particularly in terms of element size,
opportunities for repetition, and
standardising components and details. b

Elaine Toogood is Senior Architect at MPA
The Concrete Centre
etoogood@concretecentre.com

Related competencies include
Construction technology and environmental
services, Sustainability
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The workplace
classroom
The degree apprenticeship not only benefits
students but can also prove valuable for built
environment employers. Jane Stonehouse
explains how the scheme works

S

ince the Richard
Review in 2013 there
has been a rapid
period of change
in apprenticeships.
With greater
attention on
high-quality
provision, professional alignment and
increasing accessibility in order to
produce a different kind of professional,
higher education was challenged to
respond and provide higher and degree
apprenticeship programmes.
A degree apprenticeship is a new
educational route, which in most
cases provides quicker progression
to membership of a professional body
by using the workplace as classroom
to support academic learning. Degree
apprenticeships are similar to higher
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apprenticeships but differ in that they give
an opportunity to gain a full bachelor’s
or master’s degree, as well as aligning
university study and on-the-job training in
a way previously difficult to achieve.

Practical partnerships
Degree apprenticeships at Northumbria
University are more than a learning
programme: they are a partnership,
as we work with organisations and
professional bodies to create courses
that meet businesses’ demands. The
apprenticeship levy was implemented
to put the employers at the centre of
apprenticeships, while the university
can provide employees with the skills
and knowledge required to take on
tomorrow’s challenges.
Students enrolled on degree
apprenticeships divide their time between

the workplace and flexible university
study. The students must have 20% of
their working time dedicated to
off-the-job training, the learning
undertaken outside their day-to-day
workplace role that contributes to the
apprenticeship. Such training can be
provided by the university and at their
place of work, and includes:
bb teaching of theory, for example
attending lectures, role-playing,
simulation exercises, online learning and
manufacturer training
bb practical training, for example
shadowing, mentoring and industry visits
bb private study time, for example reading,
researching and writing assignments.

Apprenticeship structure
Northumbria was one of the first UK
universities to offer government-supported
degree apprenticeships, and has been
involved with the Trailblazer consortium
on the development of programmes in
construction, surveying, architecture,
project management and chartered
management. Its chartered surveyor
degree apprenticeship open programme
is the largest of its kind in the UK.
The chartered surveyor degree
apprenticeship standard at Northumbria
University incorporates the professional
body requirements of RICS. Degree
apprenticeships are designed to provide
distinctive work-based learning for
students who wish to learn while in
full-time employment, to engage in the

RI CS BUILDING
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principles of theory with respect to putting
their critical insights into practice, and to
equip them with the skills and attributes
to shape their career. Learning fits
around the students’ work commitments
and involves flexible modes including
day release, block release, distance or
blended learning. Our programmes are
designed by Northumbria along with the
employers involved.
During the apprenticeship all
assessments are work-based, including
student projects; they can be informed by
the context and activity of the employer,
leading to increased organisational
understanding and performance by the
student while ensuring they develop
new skills and enhance productivity and
business performance.
In order to complete the programme,
the student will have to demonstrate
that they have obtained the relevant
skills and knowledge required during
their workplace training. They will also
have to take an end-point assessment
to conclude their apprenticeship and
become a chartered surveyor.
The apprentice will be able to start
recording work experience for the RICS
APC from stage 4 of the course, and
take the end-point assessment within
six months of finishing the degree.
The student will be employed as an
apprentice in a surveying role throughout
their studies, and will therefore be able
to apply their knowledge of the discipline
to professional and industrial practice as
they progress through the programme.
This framework has a common suite
of modules to introduce surveying
practice, followed in subsequent years by
opportunities for specialisation in building
surveying, quantity surveying and real
estate. All students will study core modules
to give them a breadth of knowledge of
the property sector, and to develop their
professional attributes and skills.
There are no optional modules in the
programme as there are three prescribed
pathways that have been designed to
satisfy professional body requirements
for each career route. The student will
choose their pathway in conjunction with

The student
will choose
their pathway in
conjunction with
their employer
Image © iStock

their employer to reflect their job profile
and career aspirations.
Key modules, such as those on
professional practice, on business
and professional development, and
the dissertation, offer the student the
opportunity to tailor their learning to their
workplace, to capitalise on their
work-based learning experience, and to
shape their future professional career.

Degree
apprenticeships
offer the opportunity
to develop talent in
your organisation
Benefits both ways
Whether they are taken by a current
employee or by a new recruit, degree
apprenticeships offer the opportunity
to develop talent in your organisation
and shape the future skill set of your
employees. In the present climate,
companies need to be sure that they
are developing their people in line with
current and future demands. The specific
needs of your business can be met
with teaching that is based on practical
workplace activities and live projects to
complement day-to-day operations.
Developing your workforce through
the higher and degree apprenticeships
scheme enables you to use your levy
payments or access government funding
to provide new and current staff with a
recognised and relevant dual
academic–professional leadership and
management qualification. You will also
enable your organisation to attract and
retain high-calibre talent by offering
apprentices a job and salary from day
one, no tuition fees or debt, and a degree.
As we are nearing completion of
the first year of stage 1 and stage
2 of the chartered surveyor degree
apprenticeship at Northumbria, some
students have reflected on the course
so far. Rebecca Watt works at Turner
& Townsend, and explains that she
benefits from getting on-the-job training
and developing the skills and academic
knowledge with Northumbria that she
can apply practically throughout her
work. Duncan Storey meanwhile is a
current degree apprentice working at
Joyce Construction. He finds the benefits
are that you can work in the industry
and have a professional role but also

learn on the side. Every day, he says,
you are taking things you have learned
from university into a practical role,
experiencing the whole spectrum.
Over the past 18 months, the
department at Northumbria has been
supported by the rest of the university,
engaging with the wider higher education
sector to develop and share best
practice, with regional and national
employers and with professional
institutes to maintain communication and
determine markets, and with international
professional institutions to foster quality,
currency and excellence.

Integrated education
In their 2007 book Teaching for Quality
Learning at University John Biggs
and Catherine Tang stated that, in
the humanities or basic sciences, the
intended learning outcomes focus on
building a relevant knowledge base.
In other more professionally oriented
courses, such outcomes refer to putting
that knowledge to work in a practical
context, as in the chartered surveyor
degree apprenticeship.
As it is a three-way partnership
between the degree apprentice, employer
and the university, we work together to
ensure that the content of the course
meets the requirements of RICS and
employers. The ability to enable the
workplace as a learning environment is
key to the development of the apprentice.
In summary, degree apprenticeships
are intended to:
bb be fully integrated and contextualised
to meet employer needs
bb include a work-based learning
component plus a requirement for
off-the-job training and learning
bb be fully recognised nationally via
identified professional bodies, among
other organisations
bb be an award that is transferable
across the UK and beyond
bb be an award that can be delivered
through a variety of modes to meet all
users’ needs. b

Jane Stonehouse is Programme Leader of
the chartered surveyor degree apprenticeship
in the Department of Architecture and Built
Environment at Northumbria University
jane.stonehouse@northumbria.ac.uk
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Global control

Although the role of building control surveyors varies around the world, the
profession still faces some common challenges, John Miles reflects

I

t was interesting to hear
the various speakers
at the RICS Word Built
Environment Forum
(WBEF) in London
in April, who had
gathered
to discuss the growth of
our cities and the everyday challenges
that construction professionals face.
We don’t often think of our role as a
global one, but in a changing world there
are similar challenges for those in building
control wherever they work. Globally
speaking, building control is being
reformed and, in some cases, reinvented.
Enough has already been said
regarding the challenges in the UK
market following the Grenfell Tower fire
and the proposals in the Hackitt report
(https://bit.ly/2rN3yK3), but some of
the issues highlighted in the latter are
representative of the challenges faced by
building control internationally.

Risk and resilience
In developing countries, there is an
emphasis on resilience and ensuring
the sustainability of buildings and
infrastructure. In March 2015, the third
UN World Conference on Disaster Risk
Reduction adopted the Sendai framework
for disaster risk reduction (see Building
Control Journal November/December
2017, pp.14–15). With RICS’ assistance,
such nations are developing standards to
ensure they can mitigate risk.
In Israel, following the catastrophic
collapse of the Versailles wedding hall
in Jerusalem in 2001, there has been
a complete overhaul of the country’s
51-year-old building control system,
with RICS’ help, to ensure that buildings
are safe and constructed according
to the required regulations. This has
reinvented the process, introducing the
role of building control surveyor for the
first time by training experts in providing
governance, approval and inspection as
part of a public–private partnership.
Complex socio-technical challenges
around the world mean that what may
work for one country will not necessarily
work for another. However, there is still
20 SEP TEMBER/OC TOBER 2018

a recognised commonality: 90% of the
world’s population are inside buildings at
any given time, and the role of building
control professions wherever in the world
they work is to ensure their safety.

Connectivity
The way buildings are used in the
developed world has changed. Major
cities across the globe are recognising
the need to be connected, and
governments and city leaders are
working to improve infrastructure, such
as Stockholm’s open-fibre network,
or Vienna’s emphasis on creating
sustainable social housing and a
transport infrastructure accessible to all.
As seen in recent changes to
the UK’s Building Regulations, with
Approved Document R on electronic
communications, data is also becoming a
vital commodity for a developing city.
Furthermore, there is a need for cities
to re-use old buildings and brownfield
sites, and challenges for the profession
in the need to shift from considering
the cost of a building to the value it
brings, which is being driven by social
housing providers and city planners. The
Hackitt report has also identified that we
should not only ensure the provenance
of the design and products that go into
buildings, but also that users of those
buildings are recognised as part of design
and management processes.

Cost certainty
There has always been a desire to
streamline the construction industry; at
the WBEF, an expert panel suggested
that there needs to be greater cost
certainty in the design and use of
buildings as well.
Comparisons were made with the
aviation industry and the work done by
component providers to ensure that parts
operate optimally and maintenance is
carried out when required.
The comparison isn’t an easy one to
make because of the unique nature of
each building, compared to the uniformity
of aircraft design. However, the principles
for using data can be applied to improve
the way we design and manage buildings.

“
At any given time,

90% of the world’s
population are
inside buildings,
and the role of
building control
professionals is to
ensure their safety
There is an increase in the use of
technology such as building information
modelling and virtual reality as well as
data provided by connected building
services to assess the way buildings are
used and how changes can affect them.
For instance, homes are not just homes
any more – with the advent of airbnb,
home working and social experiences
such as co-housing or dining clubs, we
now share them with others.

Concept to construction
What role does building control play in
this? As we have access to a vast amount
of data and see more buildings in a year
than some surveyors and architects
deal with over their entire careers,
we should share this knowledge with
other professionals. Whether working
with designers on compliance from the
concept stages or visiting the site during
construction, building control surveyors
should strive to move up the advisory
chain to ensure we oversee not only the
development of our built environment but
also the legislation that governs it. b

John Miles is Technical and Business
Development Manager at Assent Building Control
johnmiles@assentbc.co.uk
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A new ISO scheme will spell major changes for sound
insulation, write Sean Smith and Philip Dunbavin

The final ACS levels will be published in
late 2018 or early 2019.

Quality of quiet

One subject much debated by
acousticians is whether more emphasis
should be placed on low frequencies
when considering sound insulation, such
as bass music and footstep noise.
Some countries, such as England and
Wales, use a low-frequency correction
factor, Ctr. Sweden and France
introduced a “living noise” spectrum down
to 50Hz to more reflect typical noise
frequencies in a home. Many countries,
including the UK, instead use a 100Hz
minimum due to difficulties of accurately
measuring low frequencies in small rooms
with volumes less than 40 cu. m.
The ACS makes a significant difference
because, while rating bands C to F will
enable countries to report the normal
medium and high frequencies of
100–3,150Hz, rating bands A and B have a
strong emphasis on low frequencies.
One effect of this is that some
lightweight buildings may struggle in
certain cases to achieve A and B ratings.
To do so for separating floors in concrete
apartment buildings is likely to entail
the use of slabs cast in situ rather than
precast, with a minimum thickness of
250mm as the norm for floors as well as
secondary ceilings and floating floors.
Even with an optimum, A-rated floor,
the limiting factor will be flanking sound
transmission through perimeter walls,
with glazing systems and continuous
external walls being their Achilles heel.

B

y the end of 2018,
the new ISO
classification for
the sound insulation
of buildings should
be ready after
many years’ work.
The Acoustic
Classification Scheme for Buildings (ACS)
will give guidance on acoustic comfort for
all types of building, including apartments,
attached houses such as terraced and
semi-detached dwellings, hotels and
schools, and for zones offering protection
from noise in buildings such as offices.

Complex context
Drafting the standard has been no easy
task; neither has the outcome been
universally well received. The simple A
to F bandings used almost obscure the
complexities of trying to standardise an
approach for all forms of sound insulation.
With more than 16 different criteria
each for airborne and impact sound
insulation globally, as well as five different
frequency ranges and weightings and 21
frequency spectra to calculate, the new
standard could never suit everyone.
To help compare current requirements,
using comparative criterion DnT,w, Table
1 shows the national minimum airborne

sound insulation for separating walls and
floors in apartments. The former Code
for Sustainable Homes (CfSH) levels and
Scotland’s current section 5 (noise) gold
levels are also shown to aid comparison.
From current discussions on the new
standard, it is unlikely that any country’s
regulatory sound insulation requirements
will achieve an A rating, and many will sit
in levels C and D. Countries that have not
altered their sound insulation regulations
for more than 30 years are likely to start
in band E; indeed, for many the rating
bands should perhaps have extended to
G, to help assess some of the very old
housing stock and benchmark future
sound insulation improvements.
In the coming months, the final details
and A to F bandings for sound insulation
will be ratified. The new ISO standard
may have the following influences.
bb It could be used by some international
hotel chains to promote the different
quietness levels of different rooms.
bb Some countries may switch their
minimum standards upwards towards a
level C rating.
bb Each country will likely research and
report on the impact of the standard.
bb Construction product providers may
include expected classification levels
more frequently in their advertising.

Table 1
Comparing countries’ current sound insulation requirements for new apartments
Increasing
sound
insulation

DnT,w (dB)

National requirements for airborne sound insulation in apartments

60

England (CfSH 4 credits); Scotland (gold level)

59

–

58

Scotland (silver level)

57

England (CfSH 3 credits); Sweden

56

Denmark; Finland; Norway; Scotland

55

Austria; France; Latvia; the Netherlands

54

Belgium; Bulgaria; Germany; Switzerland

53

Croatia; Ireland; Poland; Serbia; Slovenia

52

England; Spain; Wales

51

Greece; Italy

50

Portugal

Source: ISC, Edinburgh Napier University
Note: Approximate minimum airborne sound insulation requirements for new-build apartments for various
countries are converted into equivalent criteria, using weighted standardised level difference (DnT,w), for a
heavy-construction separating cavity wall

Low frequencies

Implementation
Any new ratings take time to bed in. Some
governments may not wish to use the
new ISO – and will not have to, as it is not
a directive – though organisations with
the most control over their construction
systems, such as hotel chains and off-site
modular system providers, are more likely
to use it. However, the complexity of the
ratings and the variations in calculation
mean everyone might want to brush up
their acoustic knowledge. b

Prof. Sean Smith is Director of the Institute
for Sustainable Construction at Edinburgh
Napier University and acoustic advisor to
Robust Details
se.smith@napier.ac.uk
Philip Dunbavin is the Managing Director of
PDA and BSI representative on the Acoustic
Classification Scheme ISO committee
philipdunbavin@pdaltd.com
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RICS regulation fosters public confidence in the
profession, writes Ian Hulme

Be assured

N

early 80% of
RICS’ regulatory
resources go into
assurance, and this
activity is by far our
most useful tool
for making certain
that professionals
and regulated firms meet the public’s
expectations on service standards, client
protection, conduct and competence.

Defining assurance
Assurance means engaging with
professionals and regulated firms to
help them implement the profession’s
standards and embed best practice in
daily business. We do so in three stages:
bb by identifying where there is a risk that
RICS standards are not being upheld
bb by reviewing the activities, documents,
systems and processes of a professional
or a firm
bb by providing guidance and advice on
how to implement professional standards,
or, if we find the professional or firm is
already doing as required, giving general
advice on how to make improvements.

Identifying risk
The first step in supporting our
professionals is identifying those who
are at risk of falling out of compliance
with our standards. We do this by
collecting and analysing data on the
profession’s activities and risk-scoring
it, based on material factors such as a
firm’s size, revenue, number of valuations,
disciplinary record and staff experience.
We collect such data in a number of
ways. All professionals and firms are
required to submit annual information
on their activities. We also receive any
complaints from the public, and exchange
information with other regulators such as
the Financial Conduct Authority. This is
supplemented by gathering intelligence
from the marketplace, for example, by
monitoring news coverage.
In our monitoring activity, we focus on
issues that the profession must get right
so as to instil public confidence, including:
bb ensuring the security of client money
bb guarding against money laundering
bb working to a globally consistent
valuation standard
22 SEP TEMBER/OC TOBER 2018

bb valuer registration
bb managing conflicts of interest.
The way we direct our assurance
activities and carry out our work are
informed by assessment of risks, leading
to more proportionate and targeted
regulation. As part of our risk-based
approach to regulation, we will target
our resources at issues that pose the
greatest harm or detriment to the public
interest and the profession’s reputation.

Conducting reviews
Where we have identified a high risk that
certain professionals and firms might not
be handling issues correctly, in line with
the profession’s standards, they may be
selected for a regulatory review. This
review is based on key documents such
as terms of engagement, reports and
other standard documentation.
If we have identified a particularly high
risk that a firm or professional is failing to
comply with the profession’s standards,
they can expect a regulatory review visit.
These reviews are carried out by
RICS specialists, and can take the form
of a visit to the firm’s office or offices,
or a request to examine files and key
documents remotely through a secure
digital connection. Between August
2016 and July 2017, we conducted 586
regulatory review visits (see Figure 1).
We realise that we handle sensitive
business data during these reviews. RICS
fully adheres to EU legislation on data
protection, and has in place policies and
processes to meet its requirements. All
RICS staff must also undergo mandatory
annual data protection training, and
we have robust data protection and
information security clauses in place
for all contracts with third-party data
processors. We want to ensure that firms
and professionals can keep guaranteeing
their clients’ confidentiality.

Giving guidance and advice
Professionals and firms that undergo
a review are rated (see Figure 2). The
firms and individuals who fall short of
an outstanding rating receive tailored
guidance and advice on how to improve
their work to meet the profession’s
standards. Of the professionals and firms

Figure 1
Types of RICS regulatory review
visit, 2016–17

180

134

42
230

b Client money risk-based
b Valuation risk-based
b General insurance management
risk-based
b Other, comprising control and thematic visits
to ensure our risk assessment process keeps
up with changes in the profession
Source: RICS Annual Review 2016–17

Figure 2
RICS regulatory review visit, ratings
2016–17
17%

31%

12%

40%

b Unsatisfactory
b Outstanding
b Improvements required
b Good
Source: RICS Annual Review 2016–17

that receive a regulatory visit, 95% agree
that it was a benefit to their business.
We can only effectively provide
assurance if the vast majority of the
profession is committed to working to our
standards: it is a collaborative effort. RICS
considers its assurance regime a success
and, as Figures 1 and 2 show, we have the
numbers to demonstrate this.
We believe that clients can take
confidence from the fact our profession
submits to independent reviews
and values the outcomes of these.
Accountability and transparency are the
cornerstones of a trusted profession. b

Ian Hulme is Head of Registration and
Compliance at RICS
ihulme@rics.org
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Compliance with Part E of the Building Regulations
on sound resistance can be ensured through Robust
Details, as Trevor Clements, John Mitchell and
John Tebbit explain

Sound judgement

T

o ensure
compliance
with Part E of
the Building
Regulations on
resistance to the
passage of sound,
the applicant or
builder has the
choice of carrying out pre-completion
sound testing (https://bit.ly/2HeBZRb) or
using Robust Details.
The latter scheme has been operating
since 2004, and more than a million
homes have been registered to be tested
against its criteria in that time. Compliance
levels measured during the random testing
of new homes stand at around 99%
(www.robustdetails.com).
When the builder uses the Robust
Details option, the building control
professional should still check, inspect
and approve the work under the Building
Regulations in the normal way, as
Robust Details Limited (RDL) is not an
enforcement body. It should be noted also
that the Robust Details scheme is not
suitable for conversions or extensions.

Registration certificate
When a builder states they are using
Robust Details, the building control
surveyor should ask to see a copy of
the plot registration certificate. This is
issued by RDL to the builder when they
register and pay for the land on which
they develop. This registration is important
– it ensures that the site is on the RDL
database and allows it to be subject to
a site audit or test by RDL inspectors. If
there is no certificate, the scheme is not
registered with RDL and pre-completion
sound tests will be needed.
The registration certificate will state
which party wall or floor types are being
used on the registered plot. Identified in
the Robust Details approved handbook,
these will be shown by codes such as
E-WM-6 masonry – aircrete blockwork
(render and gypsum-based board), or
24 SEP TEMBER/OC TOBER 2018

RDL operates a free technical helpline
(see below), and can advise on issues
such as how to re-register to reflect any
changes from the original registration
discovered in the specification.
No variation should be permitted to
the exact components of the chosen
wall or floor type, because component
substitution or changed specification –
say, wall tie type or block density – will
mean that the wall or floor system has not
been subject to an earlier robust testing
regime. Any variation to the design or to
works on site will mean it is not a Robust
Detail, and plots in such cases will need
pre-completion sound testing.

Building control inspections

Before issuing the
final certificate at
completion, building
control must be
satisfied with the
party wall or floor
construction on site
E-FT-2 timber – solid joists – and floating
floor treatment.
The building control surveyor should
check the design and specification to
see that it reflects the make-up and
components listed for that wall or
floor type from the handbook or the
RDL website.
The handbook is free to download by
registering on the website. If the build on
site does not reflect what is registered,
then this either needs feeding back to the
applicant in the usual way and the design
amended to the satisfaction of the plan
checker, or the registration amended by
the applicant via RDL.
Image © Crown

Even if the builder is using the Robust
Details scheme, it remains the
responsibility of the building control body
(BCB) to check and approve the works
on site. If there are issues with the quality
of work, or the construction is not as
the approved Robust Detail wall or floor
type, this needs raising as a defect, and
remedial works must be carried out to the
building control surveyor’s satisfaction.
This approval by the BCB of work for
regulatory purposes should not be
confused with the wider quality role of a
clerk of works or similar.
At completion, before issuing the final
certificate, the surveyor must be satisfied
with the party wall or floor construction
on site. Under the law, it is the building
owner rather than RDL that takes ultimate
responsibility for compliance with the
Building Regulations, and the building
control surveyor has a duty to take
reasonable care to ensure compliance.

RDL inspections
Independent of building control checks,
RDL’s own inspectors carry out a sample
check of registrations, at a minimum rate
of rate of 3% of all properties. Around
two-thirds of these will involve a sound
test, and the remainder include a detailed
visual inspection of works in progress.
These tests are primarily to assure
RDL that the scheme as a whole
continues to meet the performance levels
set by the government.
RDL performs visual inspections to
check the Robust Detail types can be built
properly and consistently on site, to pick
up any trends or changes in quality and to
carry out CPD activities with builders.
Reports following such inspections are
submitted to the RDL office, rating the
inspections as red, amber or green.
A red report means that the build
differs so much from the Robust Details’
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requirements that it is unlikely it would
comply with Part E.
The builder is notified and the relevant
plots are de-registered. The builder and
the BCB are jointly informed that the
particular plots should now be subject to
the provisions of pre-completion testing.
An amber result means the builder has
to undertake remedial actions and confirm
their completion to RDL in order to remain
in the scheme. This might include
re-registering the plot to a new detail if the
actual build is different from the original
registration. If the required actions are not
taken then the plot is de-registered and
notification given as for a red report.
Green results indicate that the RDL
inspector is satisfied that the plot
complies with the requirements of the
Robust Details scheme, though it is not an
approval under the Building Regulations.
Sound tests on completed homes
operate the same red, amber and green
system. A red result means that the
party wall or floor has failed to meet
the requirements of Part E1. The RDL
inspector will repeat the testing and
investigate the likely cause of the failure.
Once this is complete, RDL informs the
builder and the responsible BCB. From

that point onwards the dwelling is outside
the Robust Details scheme, and it will be
for the BCB to ensure that remedial works
are carried out and plots sound-tested as
needed to meet the Part E requirements.
If the result is amber, this means that
the dwelling fulfils the requirements
of Part E but not the higher level of
performance expected of the particular
Robust Detail. Some Robust Details have
significantly higher performance targets
than Part E to meet the targets of the
Code for Sustainable Homes. The RDL
inspector will carry out an investigation to
ascertain the likely causes and inform the
builder but, in these cases, not the BCB.
A green result shows that the dwelling
met the expected targets for the particular
Robust Detail, including enhanced
performance under the Code.

The final call
The Robust Details scheme is a way for
builders to demonstrate compliance to
the BCB. RDL does not have enforcement
powers and, if registered dwellings do not
comply, RDL will de-register them and
inform the builder and BCB.
The dwellings then become subject to
pre-completion testing. As with all aspects

of Building Regulations, it remains the role
of the BCB to make the final call on the
approval or otherwise of all building work,
although in law the building owner remains
ultimately responsible for compliance with
the Building Regulations. b

Trevor Clements is Head of Business Development
at the local authority-based Hertfordshire
Building Control
trevor.clements@hertfordshirebc.co.uk
John Mitchell is an associate director at the
approved inspectors Regional Building Control
john.mitchell@rbcltd.co.uk
John Tebbit is a director at Robust Details
jtebbit@robustdetails.com

RDL helpline: 03300 882140
technical@robustdetails.com

Related competencies include
Building control inspections, Construction
technology and environmental services

Building Control Officers - Aylesbury Vale
Aylesbury Vale District Council is currently looking for 2 building control officers. Our Built
Environment Team has recently been restructured to provide improved resilience and enhanced
career opportunities, with the aim to become a top quartile performer, delivering high standards
of customer service and development of a quality that we can be proud of.

Current roles:
Senior Building Control Surveyor
Grade TE5 £37,860 to £40,968
We are currently recruiting for a Senior Building Control
Surveyor to work in our Built Environment team. You
would have experience of successfully working with
complex building control inspections, and working with a
wide range of stakeholders, including working alongside
elected members and hold an extensive background in
building control. You will have the ability to demonstrate
skills in research, evaluation and preparing reports,
notices and schedules, whilst having a clear and precise
understanding relevant legislation and regulations.

Building Control Surveyor
Grade TE4 £33,336 to £36,036
We are currently recruiting for a Building Control Surveyor
to work in our Built Environment team. You will have
experience of supporting Principal Officers and Managers
within the built environment to maintain a professional
high standard of service throughout. You will have worked
with a wide range of stakeholders and have a background
in building control or construction, and have the ability to
demonstrate skills in research, evaluation and preparing
reports, notices and schedules, whilst having a clear and
precise understanding relevant legislation and regulations.

Benefits to you
Free car parking, smart modern ofﬁces located close to public transport links, one relevant professional fee paid per year,
ﬂexible working, 28 days annual leave (plus bank holidays), access to a pool car system and a generous pension scheme.

Apply via our website: jobs.aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk or to find out more contact: recruitment@aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk
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Know your APC

I

n May, I attended
the RICS course
Understanding
the Assessment
of Professional
Competence.
Among other
things, this helped
clarify the final assessment procedures
and gave an overview of the case study
and rules of conduct and ethics elements,
which must all be completed before you
take a professional interview.
We were shown a timeline that helped
us identify where we should be on our
respective training routes each month.
When I saw this, I did panic slightly, being
a little behind where I should be on my
two-year structured training route. But
the trainer put my mind at ease straight
away, reassuring me that it is a personal
journey and the professional interview

does not need to be carried out two
years after the start of the process if the
applicant isn’t ready.
We moved on to look at the
competencies, and how each level could
be achieved. This has been an ongoing
point of confusion for me, but the trainer
had a great explanation: Level 1 is
knowing, Level 2 is doing and Level 3 is
advising. We proceeded to go through
some examples, which really clarified this
for me.
We then covered the roles and
responsibilities of the counsellor and
supervisor, discussing who should do
what. We decided that the process
should be candidate-focused, and it is
up to us as applicants to pursue our own
route to becoming chartered.
We then looked at the final assessment
documentation, and although this will
total 10,000–12,000 words, learning the

UPDATE
Research advocates BIM
health and safety role
RICS has published a research
paper by Dingayo Mzyece from
Oxford Brookes University on using
building information modelling
(BIM) to enable health and safety
coordination in UK construction,
with a focus on the role of the
principal designer.
“The coordination of health
and safety during the design and
pre-construction phase is often
perceived as significantly important
because of the ability to reduce the
possibility of accidents and injuries,”
says Mzyece.
“In the UK, the Construction
(Design and Management)
Regulations are best placed
to achieve this. The role of the
principal designer (PD) is crucial,
given their pre-construction phase
responsibilities. This study critically
evaluates the duties placed on PDs
26 SEP TEMBER/OC TOBER 2018

and examines the extent to which
implementation of BIM-enabled
health and safety coordination
enhances the discharge of duties
they perform.”
Mzyece presented the paper at
the COBRA 2018 conference, a
construction, building and
real-estate event hosted by
RICS that enables debate and
discussions between researchers
from around the world and provides
a basis for new research in these
sectors. All papers submitted to
COBRA are subject to academic
review to ensure their relevance,
rigour and topicality.
This year’s conference was held
at RICS headquarters in London to
coincide with the annual World Built
Environment Forum that was also
held in the capital in April.
n www.rics.org/conferencepapers

way it is broken down and how much
can be completed in advance of the
submission deadline made it seem much
more manageable.
A good example is CPD: RICS requires
48 hours’ CPD a year, and recording this
as you do it is easier than completing it
all at the end of the APC. Last, we looked
at a breakdown of the final interview and
case study, which took us through the
processes step by step.
Overall, the course was brilliant. It
dis-assembled the process and made
it seem so much less daunting. I would
definitely recommend it to anyone newly
enrolled on their APC pathway. b
Mimi de Paiva-Kynch is a trainee building
control surveyor at South Oxfordshire and
Vale of White Horse District Council
mimi.depaiva-kynch@southandvale.gov.uk

Correction: designated
body requirements
Revised rules for RICS’ designated professional
body (DPB) scheme were reported in Building
Control Journal April/May (p.25); however,
some changes were made after the issue went
to press.
The new rules were scheduled to apply
from 23 February, but after a request from the
European Parliament and 16 member states, the
European Commission proposed a seven-month
postponement to 1 October, to ensure that the
scheme would comply with new requirements in
the EU’s Insurance Distribution Directive (IDD).
However, RICS needed the rules to be in place
by the 1 July transition date.
The new IDD requirements are as follows.
bb Increase in professional indemnity
insurance cover: minimum cover for firms in the
scheme rises to €1.25m for single cases and
€1.85m for annual aggregate.
bb New insurance product information
document (IPID) requirements: firms in the
scheme will also have to obtain and provide their
clients with an IPID, which is available from the
insurance provider. The firm must issue this along
with the demands and needs statement to clients
before they place the insurance.
For more information, please email
regulatorycompliance@rics.org
n www.rics.org/dpbscheme
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Gain status in the market
RICS Expert Witness Certificate
This 12-week blended learning programme is designed
to give you a sound knowledge of the law and best practice.
Practically orientated, this course will ensure you develop the
core competencies needed to be an effective expert witness.
Multiple course locations available.
Speak to our dedicated experts to find out how
this course can impact your career.

To find out more: t 024 7686 8584
w rics.org/expertwitnesscertificate e drstraining@rics.org

RICS & SPAB Building
Conservation Summer
School
16-20 September 2018
Royal Agricultural University, Cirencester
Now in its 15th year, this ﬁve-day event is designed to give you a vital
introduction to building conservation, with a view to ensuring that those that
conserve our nation’s heritage will have the necessary skills, knowledge and
understanding to ensure its protection.
You will beneﬁt from the ability to tailor your agenda to include a choice of
lectures, case studies, practical workshops and site visits with
unprecedented access to leading experts in the ﬁeld.

Book your place online:

rics.org/summerschool
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RICS Recruit
Supporting you through your
building control career journey
Secure your dream job in surveying. As the official RICS job board,
RICS Recruit caters solely to surveyors in land, property and
construction sectors worldwide.
At RICS Recruit we offer a range of opportunities in the building control
sector from junior to senior position. Whether you are starting out your
career or looking to take your career to the next level, RICS Recruit
connects you to the latest surveying vacancies in your sector.
How RICS Recruit can support you:
• Develop your career – RICS Recruit gives you access
to a wide range of building control jobs
• High calibre jobs – leading firms choose RICS Recruit
to advertise, giving you the opportunity to access and
apply to the top jobs
• Speed of access – get the best specialist jobs
at your fingertips
• Career support – RICS Recruit supports you by providing content on
how to improve your job hunting experience. Advice on improving your
CV, as well as interview techniques, to ensure you get the job you want.

Follow us on Social media
@ricsrecruit #lovesurveying

RICS

Find your future job today. Get the RICS Recruit App. Ricsrecruit.com

